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Digital institutionalization –
the digital construction of reality.

The ontological status of information systems, which I will  discuss and illustrate 
with a number of examples.

Digital institutionalization relates to ontology questions such as:
• What entities exists ?
• How and where do entities exist?
• How do we identify entities?

Digital institutionalization has implications for:
• practice and education
• research



The ontological status of Information systems

• The classical view of an information system is that it 
represents and reflects physical reality. 

• We suggest that this classical view is increasingly obsolete. 
• The digital is not just representing physical reality it is used to 

construct institutional reality



Classical view of information systems
(Reality mapping)

• The representation assumption states that the reason why information 
systems are used is that they often provide 

• ‘‘a cheaper means of knowing the state of the real-world phenomena they 
represent than observing the phenomena directly’’

Wand, Y. and Weber, R. (2017). Thirty Years Later: Some Reflections on Ontological Analysis in Conceptual Modeling, Journal of 
Database Management28 (1): 1–17. 

• ”External-Event Condition: An information system must provide a faithful 
representation of any change in the state of its focal real-world 
phenomena that arises due to the action of a thing in the environment of 
the focal real world phenomena (an external event).”

Burton-Jones, A., Recker, J., Indulska, M., Green, P., & Weber, R. (2017). Assessing representation theory with a framework for 
pursuing success and failure. MIS Quarterly, 41(4), 1307-1333.



Lars

Observation

Perceived state

First event

The license number plates are stolen



Lars

Observation

Perceived state

Second event

Lars reported to the police a case of identity theft, and
ordered a new  plates from the road administration and attached it to his car. 

KHH901



Police Officer

Observation

Perceived state

Third event

A month later the police found a burnt-out car with same license number and it was sent to the scrap yard.

KHH901



License No Colour Brand

KHH901 Blue Toyota

Central Vehicle Registry (CVR) Information system 

Man at the scrap yard:
• Identifies  the vehicle 
• Demolish car

Observation

Deletes the object in CVR

The traffic vehicle doesn’t exist no more

KHH901

Fourth event

Traffic Vehicle 

Perceived state



License No Colour Brand

KHH901 Blue Toyota

Central Vehicle Registry (CVR)  Information System

Insurance company claims:

--------------------------------------------------------------------
CVR reports the  Traffic Vehicle doesn’t exist 

Lars
Does my car exist????Observation

KHH901

Your insurance is not valid any more because your vehicle
does not exist.

Fifth event

Traffic Vehicle 



Lars
Does my car exist????

Observation

Perceived state

KHH901

License No Colour Brand

KHH901 Blue Toyota--------------------------------------------------------------------

The system (the model) doesn’t  describe the (is) physical reality correctly

Reality mapping (The representation assumption)
The Information system is only a description (a model)  of physical reality that resides outside the system

Physical reality

Observation
Man at the scrap yard:
Car Doesn’t exist

Perceived state

The system does describe the physical reality correctly

KHH901



Explanation from a reality mapping perspective
Classical view of Information Systems

• According to (Wand and Wang, 1996, p. 92) this is a garbling
situation, caused by an operational flaw that is beyond the scope of
data quality concerns:

• “analysis of design and operational flaws does not encompass the 
case where the user perceives a ‘wrong’ state of the real world
(either by error or due to malicious intent). This is because the 
information system is only required to enable mapping into
perceived states, not ‘real’ states.



License No Colour Brand

KHH901 Blue Toyota

Central Vehicle Registry (CVR) 

Assigned to

KHH 901

Prescribe rights

Original Institutional entity

The numbers on the license plate is a Copy

Observation

KHH 901

Lars

Observation
Man at the scrap yard

Digital Institutional Reality   
Traffic Vehicle 

Registration Act 

Owner 

Physical Reality   



The difference between the prescriptive  and the 
descriptive 

• David Hume (1711–76), found that there seems to be a significant 
difference between positive statements (about what is) and prescriptive 
or normative statements (about what ought to be), and that it is not 
obvious how one can coherently move from descriptive statements to 
prescriptive ones. 

• The major problem with the reality mapping  view of information systems 
is that it excludes the institutional and ought to be  and concerns itself 
solely with descriptions i.e. the is or might be.



Institutional entity (object)
An institutional entity has the following characteristics:
• it is created using language at a certain point in time;
• it is created with some kind of media;
• it conveys a meaning;
• it has an identity;
• it represent facts;
• it represents rights (deontics);
• it has to be collectively acknowledged.

An Object/Entity is not the same as a  Thing.
There is no inherent property or set of properties that provides a universal identity of an object/entity.



Institutional entities (facts)

• We have institutional entities because they are useful in social intercation, and they are the 
fabric of society and institutional  reality. They enable and restrict social interaction.
– Vehicle Ownership
– Vehicle Owners
– Money
– Customers
– Citizens
– Juridical Persons
– Corporations
– States
– Purchase orders 
– Transport orders 
– Invoices
– Health records
– Medical prescriptions
– Social allowances
– Social insurances
– Unemployment insurances
– Passports
– Cerificates
– Taxes
– Grades
– Tickets
– Cases
– Etc.



Ontlogical status of information systems

• Information systems are an important part of the real world 
because they have consequences for social interaction.

• Therefore we prefer the notion of “Digital infrastructure” 
which define the information system as real not a model of 
reality.





Eriksson, O., Johannesson, P., & Bergholtz, M. (2018). Institutional ontology for conceptual 
modeling. Journal of Information Technology, 33(2), 105-123.

Eriksson, O., & Goldkuhl, G. (2013). Preconditions for public sector e-infrastructure 
development. Information and organization, 23(3), 149-176.



Answers to ontological questions

• What entities exists ?
– Physical things and their properties exist in physical reality having mass abiding to scientific  

laws. They are created by physical and biological events and processes.
– Institutional entities exist  in institutional reality and they are constitutive for institutional 

reality and mediates rights (deonctic powers) conforming to conceptualizations, rules and 
norms. They are created using language.

How are entities identified?
– There is no true  inherent identity in a physical thing
– Identity is something socially and institutionally acknowledged using language. 

• How is the digital real?
– The digital is real because digital infrastructures are constituted by software and digitized 

institutional entities, which have consequences for social interaction.
– Digital infrastructures do not just describe how reality is or might be, they prescribe how 

reality ought to be in that they enable and restrict social interaction.
– The reproduction of institutional reality is performed through digital infrastructures on a 

mass-scale. 



Implications 
• “Institutional turn’’ for Conceptual Modeling, which have to focus more on institutional 

entities
Ø Think about how institutional entities are created and identified instead of that they 

already exists and are similar to things 
Ø Identity-oriented view of classes instead of the dominant attribute-oriented view of 

classes
Ø Avoid paper-thinking

• “Institutional turn’’ for digital infrastructure design, which have to focus more on 
institutional contexts
Ø Institutional pre-conditions for digital infrastructure design
Ø Institutional  identity management which is extremely important for digital 

infrastructure design
Ø The development of IoT infrastructures and the “Identity of Things”
Ø The development of RESTFul services
Ø Distributed ledger technology

• Requirements elicitation (Focus on Exchange requirements not just Local requirements) 
Ø designers are increasingly involved in discussing and negotiating exchange requirements  

with law makers, lawyers, standard makers, organizations and software vendors that 
control registers of institutional entities.

Ø a major part of the design work is about interpretation of laws, statutes and standards 
and also trying to change them.

Ø designers become advocates for users and practices.



Implications for Research 
• Longitudinal  studies

Ø Digital infrastructure and evolution is stretched out in time
• Multi-contextual studies

Ø Digital infrastructure  are designed and used across contexts
• Multi-level studies

Ø Digital institutional processes plays out at different level
• Design-Science Research

Ø Learning by doing and reflection
Ø Researcher obtains experiential data (personal experiences) through 

direct social interaction with other actors;
Ø Researcher learn from skillful practitioners and practitioners learn from 

researchers and together we conceptualize design knowledge
• Reconstructive analysis

Ø Useful for analysing the installed base (Systems Archeology)
Ø Analyses of laws, statutes, standards and so on.
Ø Conceptual modelling



Digital Institutionalization
• Institutional reality is changing as a result of digitalization.
• Institutional entities are digitized through digital infrastructures (Information 

system)
• Digital infrastructures are one of the most powerful forces of institutional change 

because they change social interaction at a mass level

Software 
Engineering

Institutional
Studies

Institutions 
and social 
interaction



Finally
• Using only Neutral words like Algoritms or Big data , instead 

of Rules, Norms and Institutional entities hides much of 
what is really going on, i.e. who decides about the OUGHT 
TO BE.

• Who decides about the rules of the game? Who has the 
power to prescribe the digital institutional reality that is 
evolving?

• When the evolving digital-institutional reality is described 
only in terms of descriptive models or mathematics or 
statistics, the risk is that we cannot defend us from 
“Weapons of Math Destruction”.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weapons_of_Math_Destruction



• But how do we know which of the 
two license numbers is the genuine 
one, the one possessed by the Burnt-
out car now demolished car or the 
one possessed by the Blue Toyota ?



The reality mapping view can give no  answer, we have a contradiction

On the one hand

• Things (objects) are identified by the identifying property that is possessed by the 
thing, it is certainly true that the burnt-out car possessed the license number 
KHH901

• It is true that it was demolished 
• The system describes material reality in the correct way

On the other hand
• It is it true that the thing at the driveway possess the identifying property KHH901
• The system doesn’t describe material reality in the correct way



An Explanation Based on an Institutional Ontology

• The insurance company and the road administration is right a genuine 
traffic vehicle can only exist in the CBR.

• An Object is not the same as a description  of a Thing.
– According to language theory an object is anything that could be meaningful 

referred to in language the reference have to be socially acknowledged
• The problem is not that it is untrue that the burnt-out car possess the 

license number KHH901, the problem is that it ought not possess it.
• You have to understand the situation in terms of social interaction and the 

in terms of institutional entities (objects) 
• The  institutional object should be made valid again if Lars can provide 

evidence that his  Blue Toyota has been rightfully assigned the object. 



Personal Account

Account Number {Id}

Transaction 

Transaction ID {Id}
Customer

Client Number {Id} Claim Refers to

Bank

Clearing Number {Id}

Debt 

Conceptual Model of Digital Money 

Prescribe Prescribe Prescribe Prescribe

Maintains 
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